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“Any time seems to be the right time 

for reflections on the Phillips curve.” 
 

Robert Solow (1976) 
 

Let me start with Chart 1, which tracks monthly year-over-year CPI inflation since 1959. 
If you’re just a kid, that is, 45 years old or less, the only inflation rate you have really 
experienced so far in your life is the steady 2% level achieved under the inflation-targeting 
regime of the last 25 years. However, the previous 25 years, from 1966 to 1991, look more like a 
rock’n’roll show. They can usefully be decomposed into three sub-periods: the Vietnam era from 
’66 to ’71, the food-and-energy relative price shocks from ’72 to ’81, and disinflation in two 
steps from ’82 to ’91.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the Vietnam era, inflation rose to between 4 and 5%. This resulted from a classic 
aggregate demand surge led by government spending and exports, which was initially 
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Chart 1
Canada's year-over-year all-items consumer price

inflation rate from January 1959 to April 2016

Source : Statistics Canada.
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accommodated by low interest rates. There was a turnaround in 1969-70, as the Bank of Canada 
raised the short-term policy interest rate by 3 points, the looney was allowed to float after 
appreciating by 8%, and inflation fell. There was no recession. 
 

In this era, there were three major contributions by Canadian economists to 
macroeconomics and macro-policy. First, Bob Mundell invented the IS-LM-BP model that 
became the workhorse of open-economy macroeconomics, particularly as amended later by Rudi 
Dornbusch. Second, Governor Louis Rasminsky developed a well-articulated argument that the 
Phillips curve was vertical, not convex, in the long run. This important achievement preceded the 
highly-acclaimed papers by Edmund Phelps and Milton Friedman by 3 and 4 years, respectively. 
Third, in the process of developing the pioneering macro-econometric model RDX1 for the Bank 
of Canada, John Helliwell and his collaborators invented and estimated a central bank interest 
rate reaction function. They did this in 1969, that is, 24 years before the Taylor rule came to 
dominate discussion of central bank behaviour in the United States. Thanks, of course, to the age-
old complex of inferiority of Canadians, the vertical long-run Phillips curve is known in Canada 
as the Friedman Phillips curve, not the Rasminsky Phillips curve; and the central bank interest 
rate rule is known as the Taylor rule, not the Helliwell rule. 

 
The food-and-energy price shocks of 1972-73 and 1978-79 suddenly upset the previously-

calm inflation picture. They generated wage-price spirals and stagflation. Grant Reuber and 
Helliwell had anticipated earlier that inflationary shocks from the supply side would shift the 
Phillips curve upward. Also, many Canadian authors, including yours truly and the late Doug 
Purvis, noted that UI reform, high minimum wages and the swelling youth labour force were 
adding to the Phillips curve northeasterly drift. Many of us were dumbfounded that a number of 
economists working in the Walrasian tradition ignored these shifts and instead saluted 
confidently the demise of the Phillips curve. Policy wise, the Bank of Canada’s response was to 
slow down the growth rate of the M1 monetary aggregate, but only gradually. The rationale for 
gradualism was based on Chuck Freedman and Tom Courchene’s view that the short-run Phillips 
curve was convex and that the social rate of time preference was high. The government’s 
response in 1975 was to impose wage-price controls. Clarence Barber and John McCallum then 
argued that a combination of an incomes policy and tight money was the way to go if you wanted 
to reduce the sacrifice ratio from lowering inflation. 

 
Gradualism was abandoned in the early 1980s. Chuck Freedman, Dave Longworth and 

Steve Poloz showed that financial innovations and other constraints made controlling inflation 
via any money or credit aggregate or via nominal GDP growth either unreliable or impractical. 
Two large recessions were engineered in Canada and the United States. The 1981-82 recession 
brought inflation down from 11 to 5%, and the 1990-92 recession from 5 to 2%. The Bank of 
Canada returned to inflation control via management of the short-term interest rate, naturally with 
close attention paid to exchange rate behaviour. The two were eventually lumped into an 
encompassing monetary conditions index. 

 
At this point in the late 1980s, given the sluggishly-adaptive nature of inflation 

expectations, establishing central bank independence and credibility was seen as key to 
stabilizing inflation at a low level. The Bank of Canada’s search for a nominal anchor for 
monetary policy found a solution to this problem through imitation of a previous move by the 
central bank of New Zealand. A deal was cut with the government in February 1991, according to 



which the Bank of Canada would keep inflation within a 1-to-3% target band with 2% as the 
midpoint target. There is every indication that, over the 25 years since 1991, expected and actual 
inflation have both been successfully anchored within this band. 

 
An important result was obtained by Guy Debelle and Stan Fischer in the 1990s (Well, 

they are not Canadians, but Guy’s findings were published in Canadian Public Policy.) They 
showed that countries with independent and credible central banks had suffered from higher, not 
lower, sacrifice ratios in the process of reducing inflation. This raised the question of what 
attitude central banks should adopt in managing the risk of inflation. Based on the view that the 
Canadian short-run Phillips curve was convex, Doug Laxton, David Rose and Bob Tetlow argued 
that it was better for the Bank of Canada to minimize the risk of not fighting inflation when 
needed than to minimize the risk of fighting it when not needed. The Bank, in other words, would 
always be better to act pre-emptively. As an example, in the first half of 1997 unemployment was 
still above 9% and inflation was a steady 1.5%, but the Bank began to increase short-term interest 
rates in anticipation of rising inflation. This conservative Canadian bias of the 1990s contrasted 
sharply with the less risk-averse approach taken by Federal Reserve President Alan Greenspan in 
the United States. While Canadians sought to minimize Type I errors, Americans wanted to avoid 
Type II errors. 

 
Another nagging question was why inflation around 2% had not been responsive 

downward to long stretches of high unemployment. Over the 5 years 1992 to 1997, Canadian 
unemployment averaged 10%, but core CPI inflation did not decrease. My take in two recent 
papers based on 60 years of macrodata (see Chart 2) has been that, in addition to the anchoring of 
inflation expectations at 2%, downward nominal wage rigidity is the likely reason that inflation 
responded weakly to changes in unemployment, implying that the long-run Canadian Phillips 
curve was convex in the low-inflation range. (A few people still disagree with this, but they 
are…wrong!) 
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Chart 2
Estimated long-run wage Phillips curve showing the trade-off between

aggregate wage growth in the business sector and unemployment
under moderate downward nominal wage rigidity, Canada, 1956-2011

Unemployment rate (%)

Source: Fortin (2015).
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Steve Ambler and others have presented interesting arguments in favour of price-level 

targeting as opposed to inflation targeting. But their proof seems too much reliant on the fragile 
New Keynesian cum forward-looking expectations framework. Furthermore, as Steve has been 
quick to observe, central banks are unlikely to go for price-level targeting because it would be too 
harsh a constraint on their exercising discretion in various circumstances. 

 
The 2008-09 recession was systemic, not strategic as in 1981-82 and 1990-92. There is 

now a different sort of uncertainty. With empirical support from Rhys Mendes, the Bank 
currently estimates that Canada’s neutral nominal policy rate is about 3.25%, whereas it was 
probably close to 10% in the 1980s when inflation was around 5%. Given the zero or near-zero 
lower bound, this means that the room to manoeuvre of Canadian monetary policy has shrunk by 
two thirds in the last 30 years. As I mentioned earlier, if the short-term interest rate hits the zero 
lower bound just as more stimulative policy is required, the only practical options now for the 
Bank are to operate in the longer end of financial markets or beg expansionary fiscal policy for 
help. Despite the valiant efforts by Abeer Reza, Eric Santor and Lena Suchanek to show that the 
first of these two options is feasible, it continues to raise many uncertainties. As for the second 
option, fiscal policy, politics obviously makes it less than fully reliable. 

 
This is not only a theoretical argument. As Chart 3 shows, actual real GDP is currently 

4% or more below the path that the Bank of Canada’ conventionally-estimated potential GDP 
would have likely continued to follow had there been no recession in 2008-09. Without a reliable 
solution to the squeeze on monetary policy, the Bank has been literally forced (without its will, I 
think) to hold output and employment below their true potential in Canada – with inflation 
averaging less than 2% since 2009. I dare not to imagine into what straightjacket Canadian 
monetary policy will be frozen if a severe recession hits again in coming years, with long- as well 
as short-term interest rates already to the floor to begin with. There would remain the possibility 
of more stimulative fiscal policy. 
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Chart 3
Projected no-recession potential GDP, Bank of Canada conventional

potential GDP, and actual real GDP per person aged 15 to 64,
Canada, 2007-2015 (2007 potential GDP = 100, semi-log scale)

Source: Calculations from Statistics Canada and Bank of Canada data.
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To get out of the squeeze on monetary policy, my personal wish is that the inflation target 

be raised to 4% from the current 2%, as economists Olivier Blanchard and Paul Krugman, among 
others, have recently suggested. This would achieve two goals with one stroke: 1) allow 
monetary policy to recover much of its lost room to manoeuvre and achieve full employment, and 
2) allow the economy to slide toward 5% equilibrium unemployment along the long-run Phillips 
curve. My best prediction is that this will not happen, and that the government and the Bank of 
Canada will later this year opt for the status quo on inflation control. (In my wildest dreams, the 
government and the Bank would agree to widen the inflation-control band to a 1-to-4% interval 
from the current 1-to-3%, which would increase the midpoint inflation target to 2.5% from the 
current 2%.) 

 
I will conclude that the last 50 years of macroeconomic research on the Canadian 

economy have been marked by three towering figures: Bob Mundell, John Helliwell and Chuck 
Freedman. They are my three personal heroes. That their innovations were concentrated in the 
first half of this period is not a random occurrence. Wayne Simpson and Herb Emery have 
recently shown that published research on the Canadian economy on the part of scholars working 
in Canadian economics departments literally collapsed between the 1960s and the 2000s. As 
Mike Veall has just pointed out, John Graham was already worried about this kind of trend in 
1971! And I was able to detect it empirically myself in my contribution to the CEA’s 25th 
Anniversary Round Table in 1992. 

 
To take just one example, much, if not most, applied macroeconomic research in Canada 

(outside of the central bank) is now done with dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models 
using not Canadian, but U.S., data. In contrast, old-timers like Mundell, Helliwell and Freedman 
used to start from specifically Canadian problems, and then develop the theories and Canadian 
empirical results that led to solutions of these problems and, straight from there, to their 
recognized contributions to the scientific heritage of the world. Not much of this in the last 25 
years, and therefore no Canadian macroeconomic hero to my taste in this recent period. 


